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Hull operators, such s,s the closure, the linear, the convex, the positive 
hull operator, can be studied starting from a few fundamental properties. 
This paper deds with an operator jn deduced from a hull operator h, 
which e.g. characterizes the isolated points in case h is the topological 
closure operator and the extreme points in case h is the convex hull 
operator. By a slight generalization a comparable relation can be es- 
tablished between the isolated components and the extreme rays, if the 
hull operator is respectively the topological closure operator or the positive 
hull operator. 
$ 1 is introductory. In 3 2 jr is studied and 3 3 deals with the above- 
mentioned generalization. 9(U) will be used in the subsequent paragraphs 
to denote the set of subsets of the set U. 
$ 1. Introduction 
We begin by recalling the definition of a hull operator, cf. [l], p. 42. 
1.1. DEFINITION. h: B(U) 4 S(U) is said to be a hull operator for U, 
ifl for all A, BEG. 
(1.1) A C h(A), 
(1.2) h(W)) C h(A), 
(1.3) A C B =+ h(A) C h(B). 
This notion is a rather general one: it ranges from the constant hull 
operator, h(A) : = U for all A E S(U) to an injective hull operator, which 
must be the identity of 9(U), for (1.1) and (1.2) mean that A an h(A) 
have the same image for all A E P(U). 
A clsss V of subsets of U is called a closure system of U, if the inter- 
section of sny subclass of 9’” belongs to V. With each closure system V 
of U there is associated a hull operator h, defined by 
h(A):= n {V&‘-j AC I’}, 
with the effect that h(P( U)) = V. This correspondence between the closure 
systems of U and the hull operators for U is 1 - 1, see [l], pp. 42-43. 
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Now a set E h(B(U)) is said to be h-closed. 
Another way of obtaining examples is by taking a fixed subset X C U 
and defining h=(A) : =A u X, VA E P(U). Thus hX restricted to 9(X) is 
constant and hx restricted to I’ (for the images too) is the identity, 
XC denoting the complement of X. 
More interesting examples appear when we add further assumptions 
to (l.l)-(1.3), as e.g. 
(1.4) h(O) = CI, 
P-5) h(A u B) =h(A) u h(B), PTA, B E 9’(U). 
Thus we get the well-known topological closure operator used by Kura- 
towski to construct a topology, see [5], pp. 20, 21. Observe that (1.5) 
implies (1.3). 
The hull operator h for U is said to be algebraic, if for each A E P(U) 
and for each u E U there is a finite {al, . . . . ak) C A, such that 
(1.6) u E h(A) =F- u E h({al, . . . . ak}). 
cf. [l], p. 45 and [2], p. 24. 
Now we will mention some examples of algebraic hull operators (for 
a real linear space U): i) the linear hull operator 1, Z(A) being the set of 
all linear combinations &al+ . . . +&ok of finite subsets of A ; ii) the affine 
hull operator a, a(A) being the set of all affine combinations Alal + . . . +&ok, 
Ai + . . . +& = 1, of finite subsets of A; iii) the positive hull operator p, 
p(A) being the set of all non-negative combinations liai + . . . + ilkak, A.J 2 0, 
j= l(l)& of finite subsets of A; iiii) the convex hull operator c, c(A) being 
the set of all convex combinations Alal + . . . + A&k, Ai+ . . . +& = 1, 4 Zz 0, 
j= l(l)k, of fi nl ‘t e subsets of A; iiiii) the integer hull operator i, i(A) being 
the set of all integer combinations Alai + . . . +&ok, 4 integer, j = l(l)k, 
of finite subsets of A. 
Lastly we notice that, given any family h,, j E J, of hull operators 
for U, A I+ (7jrJ b(A), liTA E S(U), defines a hull operator for U, which 
we denote by nfeJ 5. 
5 2. The operator jh 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let h be a hull operator for U. By jh we mean the 
function of P(U), defined by 
(2.1) jh(A) : = n {B E P( U)lh(B) = h(A)}, VA E P(U). 
The idea is that jh(A) contains just those points that cannot be dis- 
pensed with in h-generating h(A). Evidently j@)=jh(A) for any B with 
h(B) =h(A). Further we see that j&(A) C A for all A E 9(U). If h is the 
identity, so is j,; this is indeed the only case where jh itself is a hull 
operator. 
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Now we wonder if a certain point x of h(A) is dispensable in h-generating, 
i.e. we are looking for a condition that enables us to decide whether 
x $MA). 
2.2. THEOREM. Let h be a hull operator for U and A E 9’(U), then 
for each x E h(A) the following statements are equivalent: 
i) 2 4jn(A); 
ii) Z‘s E P( U)[x $ AS’ A x E h(S) C h(A)]. 
PROOF. If x $jh(A), then there exists a B such that x # B and 
x E h(B)=h(A); take S:=B. 
If, conversely, there exists an S according to ii), then let be 
B: =S u (h(A)\(x)). 
From SC h(8) C h(A) it follows that, 
W=W u (W)\W)) C WA))=W) 
on account of (1.2), (1.3). Also XE h(S) C h(B) and 
W)\~xl C WW\{x)) C h(B). 
We draw the conclusion that h(B)=h(A). Finally x $ B yields x $jh(A). 
2.3. COROLLARY. If c is the convex hull operator for a real linear 
space U, then j,(A) is the set of extreme points of c(A), VA E P(U). 
PROOF. We recall that a E c(A) is said to be an extreme point of 
c(A) iff 
P-2) a E c({x, Y>) C 44 =+- a E {x, Y}, rx, y E c(A). 
Now if a 4 8 A a E c(S) C c(A) then, c being algebraic (see 5 I), there exists 
a finite subset ($1, . .., 8k) C 8 such that a=&81 + . . . + &8k for some non- 
negative Ai, . . . , izk with Ai+ . . . + & = 1. Certainly one of the 4’s is positive, 
say Ai, and since a#8 we get 1.121. If t:=(1--21)-l’(~282f...+jlksk) we 
see that t E 8 and a = 2isi+ (1 - Ai) t E ~((81, t}) C c(S). Now a # {ai, t) since 
0 <ill < 1, which means that a is not an extreme point of c(A). 
Conversely, if a E c(A) is not an extreme point of c(A), then there 
exists an S= {x, y> not containing a, such that a C c(S) C c(A). 
On account of theorem 2.2 we may now conclude that x $$(A) is 
equivalent to x not being an extreme point of c(A). 
2.4. COROLLARY. If t is the topological closure operator for a topo- 
logical %-space U (see [4], p. 56), then jt(A) is the set of isolated points 
of A (and of t(A)), VA E 9(U). 
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PROOF. If a is not an isolated point of A, then either a $ t(A) or there 
exists a net S in A\{ } a converging to a (see [3], p. 71, 72), so that 
a E t(S) Ct(A). In both cases a #jt(A). 
Conversely, if a #j&4), then theorem 2.2 yields the existence of an S 
such that a 6 S A a E t(S) C t(A). Let N be an arbitrary neighbourhood 
of a, then there will be an s E S n N. There must exist a neighbourhood 
M of 8 not containing a. Since s E t(A) and N is also a neighbourhood of 8, 
the neighbourhood M r\ N of .s E t(A) contains an element of A. Herewith 
we have shown that (N\(u)) n A #ld, so that a is not an isolated point 
of A. 
REMARK. The Z’i-condition cannot be weakened to a To-condition, 
as can be seen from U: = {a, b, tt} with topology {{b), {a, s}, 0, U>, 
A:={u,b}, S:={b, }, h s w ere a E A is isolated, a & S and a E t(A) = U. In 
short in a To-space an isolated point of A needs not be isolated of t(A). 
We state the following two corollaries without proof. 
2.5. COROLLARY. If A is the linear -, or the integer -, or the positive 
hull operator, then Jo =0 for all A # the null set, and jh({O)) = (0). 
2.6. COROLL~Y. If h is the affine hull operator, then j&4) =A or 0 
depending on whether A is or is not a singleton. 
REMARK. The points of j&4) are not necessarily h-closed. Take 
h : = i n p as hull operator for RI, i, p being the integer hull operator 
or the positive hull operator respectively. We establish that 
jA((O, 19% ...~)=p)> 
while (l} is not h-closed. 
Q 3. Generalization of jn 
The j,-operator, p being the positive hull operator, is not suitable to 
characterize extreme rays, although these rays play a role in generating 
hulls very similar to that of the extreme points in the case of the convex 
hull operator. 
For notational convenience we shall now designate certain classes of 
sets related to a hull operator h for U and an A E P( U). 
observe that jh(A) is the intersection of the class %,(A) and also that 
U could be replaced by h(A). 
YA(A) : = {P E B(h(A))IF n B# 0 for all B E S&(A)), 
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i.e. the class of subsets of h(A), which meet each B E $,(A). 
i.e. the class of subsets X of h(A) no part of which can be generated from 
h(A)\X. Such sets X are said to be h-extreme subsets of h(A); observe 
that here the h-extreme set needs (as yet) not to be h-closed. 
The classes are considered to be partially ordered by inclusion. 
3.1. DEFINITION. For any A E g’(U) let be 
,~A(A) : = {F E WAIF is minimal in (9’h(A), C)>. 
Clearly each element of the set j,(A) constitutes a set E ~fh(A). 
3.2. THEOREM. For any A E Y(U) is 
$A@) C &A(A). 
PROOF. Take P E $h(A). If P 6 &h(A), then there exists a non-empty 
PC F and an SC h(A) such that 
PCh(S)ASnF=@ 
We are going to prove that each B E OH has an element in common 
with F\P, which is in contradiction with the minimality property of F, 
so that the assumption F + &h(A) turns out to be false. Now if there 
should be a B E $&(A) such that B n (F\P) =@, then 
B’:=(B\P) u S 
does not meet F. But h(B) C h(B’) for B\P C h((B\P) u S) and 
P C h(S) C h((B\P) u S), 
so that B C h(B’) and finally h(B) C h(h(B’))=h(B’). Of course 
h(B)) C h(B) =h(A). 
However, B’ E 9?h(A), F E Yh(A) and B’ n F = (b are incompatible. 
3.3. COROLLARY. If JJ denotes the positive hull operator for a real 
linear space U, then fp(A) is the set of extreme rays of p(A), for any 
A E 9(U). 
PROOF. We recall that for f # 0, the set F: = {A/IA > 0) is said to be 
an extreme ray of p(A), if F Cp(A) and also 
(3.2) f EP({X, Y)) WA) ==+ (z, ~1 n pa4 % Y ~~(4. 
cf. [6], p. 162 and [7], pp. 44, 114; however, we have excluded 0 from 
an extreme ray. (3.2) is mostly required for F to be an extreme subset 
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of p(A), such as faces of a pyramid, i.e. a finitely generated cone, apart 
from LAosedness. The minimality property is implied by the fact that 
a ray can be point generated, in other words it has algebraic dimension 1. 
The statement of the corollary needs no further comment on account 
of theorem 3.2 and the foregoing passage. 
Concerning the analogy with the closure operator t for a topological 
space U, we establish that if A E 9’( U) then S,(A), Yt(A) and &t(A) 
are the classes of dense subsets, subsets with at least one relative interior 
. 
point and relative open subsets of t(A) respectively, wMe in case U is Tl 
$t(A) is the class of singletons constituted by the isolated points of A. 
The proofs of these statements are rather straightforward. 
Finally, p being the positive hull operator, the minimal p-closed elements 
of g&)\(e)), if any, are the extreme rays of p(A) this time including 0, 
while if t is the topological closure operator, then the minimal t-closed 
elements of L?&4)\{@} are the minimal open-closed subsets of t(A), i.e. 
the separated components of t(A). From this point of view extreme rays 
and components are comparable. 
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